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This project is all about exploring the decorative stitches on your sewing machine. This month
we will be upcycling a simple shirt by adding embellishments through decorative stitches and
specialty feet. I encourage you to find a shirt, jacket or even a pair of jeans in your closet that
could use some fun decorations to bring them back to life. This is a great project to express
yourself and show off your new sewing skills you will learn in this tutorial.

PROJECT SKILL LEVEL:
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Shopping List
This project allows you to create something unique and one of a kind. The listed supplies are what
was used to create the floral design on the sample shirt.

● Thread Options: Rayon decorative thread, all purpose sewing thread, embroidery thread
● Tear Away Stabilizer
● Assorted buttons
● Rice, Sand or Crushed Nut Shells for pin cushion
● 80/12 Universal Sewing Machine needle
● Flower Stitch Attachment
● Open Toe Foot or Clear Decorative Foot
● Button Sewing Foot
● Straight pins
● Marking Pen
● Iron

Planning out the Design:
This is the fun part where you get to play around with the different decorative stitches to decide
which you like best before recreating them on the garment.

1. Use a scrap piece of fabric and pin a piece of tear away stabilizer to the back
2. Attach the flower stitch attachment to your sewing machine and either lower your feed

dogs or attach the cover plate depending on your machine.
3. You can use a white bobbin thread for this project and do not have to change it out for

matching top threads. Make sure your bobbin is full before attaching the flower stitch
attachment if you have a top load bobbin on your sewing machine.

a. PRO-TIP: Change your bobbin thread to match your top thread if working on a
dark fabric as the white bobbin would show up.

4. On the front of the flower stitch attachment there are 3 lines (small, medium and large
from left to right). You can adjust the size of your flower by twisting the knob of the back
left side of the flower stitch attachment until it is loose and then slide the ring left to
right position it with one of those 3 lines.

5. Every sewing machine offers different decorative stitches so I recommend playing
around with what is available on your machine. For this project I used the Singer Heavy
Duty 6800C computerized sewing machine that offers a large selection of decorative
stitches. Here are a few that I used: angled stepped stitch, blind hem stitch, feather
stitch, overlock stitch, pinball stitch, pine needle stitch, serpentine stitch, vine stitch, zig
zag stitch and ribbon candy stitch.
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PRO-TIP: Be sure to make notes on your scrap fabric of the stitch you used and the
stitch width & length so you can remember and recreate your favorite designs on your garment.
Some decorative stitches stitch better with a lower tension so adjust your machine accordingly.

Steps to Prepare Materials:
Once you have practiced your stitches and made notes of
your favorites and the settings you used it is time to apply
these embellishments to your garment.

1. If necessary, iron out any wrinkles in your garment
before sewing

2. Cut a piece of tear away stabilizer larger than the
area you will be stitching and pin it to the inside of
the shirt behind where you want to add decorative
stitches.

3. Use a washable marking
pen to mark where you want your
flowers to go on your garment. I
just added a few dots above the
pocket so the flowers appear to be
blooming up from the pocket.

4. To use two different colored threads on one flower design start
with either the small or large circle with the stitch of your choice. When
that stitch is finished, keep the flower stitch

attachment down and cut your thread you want to swap out leaving
enough length to tie off later.

o Thread the machine with the new color you want to use.
o Loosen the knob on the flower stitch attachment and gently

slide the ring and fabric together to the next size setting. Be
sure you leave the attachment in the down position
when shifting everything to the left or right.  Needle
will be in the up position.

o Now you are ready to sew the next part
of your flower in a new thread color. Mixing colors adds more character to
your design. You can even switch up stitches for each part of your flower
as well.

o Pull all threads to the back side of your garment and tie off
to secure so your flowers don’t come apart in the wash.

5. Once you have all your flowers stitched on your garment, use the
washable fabric marker to draw the stems leading from your flowers to
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just inside the pocket.
6. Remove the flower stitch attachment from your sewing machine

and attach the open toe foot or a decorative foot. Be sure to raise
your feed dogs back up or remove the cover plate.

7. Select the stitch you want to use for the stems (I chose the vine
stitch with little leaves) and start at the base of the flower and
stitch following your line until you get just inside the pocket.
Repeat this for each flower you added to your garment.

8. Optional: adding a button to the center
of the flowers can be a fun design element to
try. Remove the open toe foot and attach the button foot. Be sure to
lower the feed dogs or attach the cover plate.

9. Place your button under the button foot and where you want it
attached to your garment.

10. Set your sewing machine to a zigzag stitch. Your stitch will
have no length since we lowered the feed dogs and your stitch width
will vary depending on the size and hole placement on your button.
For really small buttons start with a 2mm stitch width and adjust the
width as needed.

11. Using the handwheel on the right side of your machine, gently
lower the needle down making sure it safely clears the first hole. Continue to use the
handwheel to carefully make sure the needle shifts over and clears the second hole.

o If the needle touches the button then you need to
adjust the stitch width until it can stitch back and
forth, clearing both holes in the button. Take this slow
and don’t use the foot control until you are certain
the needle will not hit the button when stitching.

o You will want to do 5-7 stitches back and forth to
secure the button.

o Cut your threads and gently pull the thread on the
front of the button to the back and tie off to secure.

12. Change your foot back to the open toe or decorative foot.
Select a decorative stitch and thread color. Have some fun
and add decorative stitches to the shirt cuffs, collar, or
anywhere you like!

You did it! You’ve created a beautiful, one of a kind, upcycled spring shirt! I hope
you’ve enjoyed experimenting with all the decorative stitches available on your sewing
machine. Now take these techniques you just learned and keep embellishing more
things!
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